
New era of clean air strategies is here,
dynaCERT Inc.'s technology scores initial PIT
Group validation
Technology reduces greenhouse gases
40%, reduces particulate matter by 60%,
emissions of CO by 48.1%, THC by
50.0%, NOx by 46.1%, increases fuel-
savings 19.2%

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES,
October 2, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
California Association of Port Authorities
last week wrapped up its public review
and comment period for its recently
released Clean Air Action Plan (CAAP) a
landmark air quality plan that establishes
the most comprehensive, far-reaching
strategy for reducing port-related air
pollution and related health risks. Ships,
trucks, cargo handling equipment, locomotives and harbor craft will be affected by a new era of clean
air strategies designed to mitigate emissions stemming from port operations, as the CAAP is
expected to incorporate local, regional, state and federal standards and regulations. Additional clean
air regulations are also anticipated by the California Air Resources Board. The CAAP typifies a new
era of clean air strategies sweeping the globe, all in the quest for solutions to deteriorating air quality
choking cities. There is one Company that is poised to make a dramatic impact in response to these
strategies as the most effective and immediate investment businesses can make to reduce harmful
emissions; dynaCERT Inc. TSX-V: DYA.

dynaCERT Inc. (TSX-V: DYA) (OTC: DYFSF) technology is currently undergoing PIT Group testing.
PIT Group is an unbiased, neutral testing organization that helps manufacturers and fleet managers
provide and select the best technologies to reduce costs and environmental impact. dynaCERT Inc.
has already received validation, similar to what PIT Group tests for, from the Automotive Centre of
Excellence (ACE) at the University of Ontario Institute of Technology. Any technology being
considered for purchase by fleet managers typically involves a request to see the PIT test results.
Initial results from PIT Group of dynaCERT’s HG-1 technology is highly favourable, confirming a
reduction in emissions of CO by 48.1%, THC by 50.0%, and NOx by 46.1%, all of which exceeded
estimates. More results are expected, and we anticipate them to mirror the favourable finding that
ACE has already confirmed. Favorable third party validation testing of dynaCERT’s HG technology by
PIT Group will have a major impact on the decision making "go-ahead" of potential clientele.

dynaCERT’s proprietary HG-1 unit, targeting diesel burning class 6 - 8 engines of transport trucks, is
nothing short of revolutionary; the CERT in dynaCERT stands for “Combustion Emission Reduction
Technology” -- the technology increases fuel-savings up to 19.2%, reduces greenhouse gases up to
40%, reduces particulate matter ~65%, creates a cleaner burn (significantly reducing carbon fouling),

http://www.einpresswire.com


reduces diesel emission fluid use by ~30%, increases torque, and extends engine oil life. Some very
significant names (Loblaw, The Beer Store, IFS Logistics Freight Systems) are now using
dynaCERT’s HG-1 technology, mostly on a pilot-basis, and the reviews circulating within the industry
from users are universally spectacular. This new technology is now percolating in a major way within
the transportation sector, which appears only at the beginning of a massive adoption curve; it is only a
matter of time that these initial pilots/sales translate into strong expansion across entire fleets.

A number of potential catalysts are lining up that could see the share price of dynaCERT propel
vertically from here, including the aforementioned PIT Group testing. The Company’s marketing and
business council is just getting organized now; in June the former President of Cummins Diesel
Canada joined, and the former President & CEO of MEGA Brands joined. The connections and pull
within the industry these two individuals alone have are impressive and shareholders can look forward
to the diligent and disciplined marketing effort they offer to bring to the table for dynaCERT to act
upon.

We have identified the following research links for further DD on dynaCERT Inc.:
- dynaCERT Inc. corporate website: http://www.dynacert.com
- SEDAR Filings for dynaCERT:
http://sedar.com/DisplayProfile.do?lang=EN&issuerType=03&issuerNo=00020269
- Jay Taylor's coverage on dynaCERT: http://sectornewswire.com/JTaylorDYA112516.pdf
- Recent Technology Journal review of dynaCERT: http://technologymarketwatch.com/dya.htm

This release may contain forward-looking statements regarding future events that involve risk and
uncertainties. Readers are cautioned that these forward-looking statements are only predictions and
may differ materially from actual events or results. Articles, excerpts, commentary and reviews herein
are for information purposes and are not solicitations to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned.
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